Low-dose, long-term exposures of dental material components alter human monocyte metabolism.
The short-term degradation of dental polymers and alloys in biological environments has been well documented, but recent evidence indicates that oral tissues may be chronically exposed to low levels of these released components. The effect of these chronic exposures on the ability of cells to respond to a subsequent challenge is not known. To investigate this idea, we exposed human THP-1 monocytes to sublethal concentrations of HEMA, TEGDMA, Hg(2+), and Ni(2+) for 2 weeks and then assessed the monocytic response to subsequent 24-h challenge with the same components at higher concentrations. Chronic (2 week) exposures of monocytes to HEMA and both metal ions significantly altered monocyte response to short-term (24 h) secondary exposures, even when overt effects of the chronic exposures were not apparent. However, cellular responses were highly variable depending on the material and its concentrations. For TEGDMA, no effects were seen. These results demonstrate that the chronic effects of materials must be considered even when the chronic exposure has no initial overt effect. The effect on cells may only be apparent if the cell is challenged by a secondary exposure.